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This work presents an algorithm for generating a high-order, metric-conforming mesh
that builds on previous works of Yano1 and Sanjaya–Fidkowski.2 The new contribution is
a metric-based optimization approach for determining the location of high-order geometry
nodes in a curved mesh. The proposed approach does not require additional infrastructure
beyond that already available to support curved elements, and its computational cost is
similar to metric-based optimization for linear elements. Furthermore, the process requires
minimum tuning and can be automated. This paper focuses on understanding the concept
of metric conforming meshes with curved elements. Results for one-dimensional solution
approximation show that for a given target cost, the resulting high-order mesh has the
potential to obtain more accurate solution approximation than a linear, metric-conforming
mesh.

I. Introduction

The goal of mesh generation and adaptation is to place mesh resolution in necessary regions. We refer
to mesh resolution as the size and shape of a mesh element, as both of these affect the approximation power
of the mesh. This information can be encoded in a metric field3,4 over the computational domain. Our
goals are to use a metric to guide the placement of high-order geometry nodes and to generate a high-order,
curved, metric-conforming mesh.

Metric fields for mesh generation and adaptation can be derived through heuristic,5–8 semi-heuristic,9–12

and more recently, rigorous1,13 ways. These methods have been used to generate meshes that minimize error
or computational cost. Another adaptive approach is to improve the approximation power of a given mesh
by increasing the approximation power of the elements. hp-Adaptation falls into this category by refining
both the mesh and the polynomial order.14–17 Optimizing the test space can also give us extra accuracy
in a certain error norm or an output of interest.18–21 Yet, another possibility is to tailor finite-element
basis functions to the problem at hand through several methods, such as the partition of unity method,22

the extended finite-element method,23 isogeometric analysis,24 and the discontinuous enrichment method.25

Unfortunately, tailoring basis functions a priori is not always easy, especially for complex flows in which the
locations of features such as shocks and shear layers are not known ahead of time. Alternatively, tailoring
basis functions a posteriori is more robust, and this is the approach that was chosen in the previous work
by Sanjaya and Fidkowski.2

In this paper we consider the rigorous output-based approach developed by Yano1 to obtain the metric
fields that give the best linear, metric-conforming mesh possible. Based on this metric field, we then sequen-
tially optimize the location of the high-order geometry nodes such that the high-order mesh conforms to
the metric of the linear mesh. This step essentially tailors the basis functions a posteriori on each element
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and generates curved elements.2 The final result is a high-order, metric-conforming, curved mesh, which can
offer more accurate solution approximation without adding much computational cost or software complexity.
Our eventual goal is to implement this algorithm as part of a mesh generation procedure to be used with a
very high-order finite-element method (e.g. up to 16th order).

The outline for the remainder of this paper is as follows. We give a brief review on our chosen dis-
cretization, a high-order discontinuous-Galerkin finite-element method, in Section II. Section III describes
the iterative mesh optimization approach used to determine the optimal metric on a linear mesh. Section
IV presents the mechanisms for generating curved elements and its benefit. Section V details our approach
for determining the optimal location of the high-order geometry nodes. Section VI shows one-dimensional
results obtained from this method, and Section VII presents conclusions and plans for furture work.

II. Discretization

The proposed mesh generation algorithm can be applied to any method that supports high-order curved
elements. We focus on the discontinuous-Galerkin (DG) method because we have experience with it and
because it is a relatively mature high-order method suitable for convection-dominated flows that are prevalent
in aerospace engineering. DG,26–28 as a finite-element method, approximates the state u in functional form
using linear combinations of basis functions on each element. No continuity constraints are imposed between
adjacent elements. Denoting by Th the set of Ne elements in a non-overlapping tessellation of the domain
Ω, the state on element e, Ωe, is approximated as

uh(~x(~ξ))
∣∣∣
Ωe

=

Np∑
n=1

Uenφ
glob
en (~x(~ξ)). (1)

In this equation, Np is the number of basis functions per element, Uen is the vector of s coefficients for

the nth basis function on element e: φglob
en (~x(~ξ)), and s is the state rank. ~x denotes the global coordinates,

and ~ξ denotes the reference-space coordinates in a master element. Formally, we write uh ∈ Vh = [Vh]s,
where, if the elements are not curved, Vh = {u ∈ L2(Ω) : u|Ωe ∈ Pp ∀Ωe ∈ Th} , and Pp denotes polynomials

of order p on the element. The reference-to-global mapping, ~x(~ξ), is polynomials of order q (Pq), where q
is the geometry order of the element. A caveat here is that for elements that are curved, the polynomial
approximation is usually performed on a master reference element, so that following the reference-to-global
mapping, the state approximation on curved elements is not strictly of order p in global space. We take
advantage of this observation when we determine the optimal location of the high-order geometry nodes to
yield better approximation properties compared to polynomials.

III. Iterative Metric-Based Optimization

In this section, we provide a brief review of the approach introduced by Yano,1 which iteratively deter-
mines the optimal change in the mesh metric field given prescribed cost and error models. Additional details
can also be found in our previous work.13 In addition, we explain some simplifying assumptions that are
used in generating our one-dimensional results.

III.A. Metric-Based Meshing

A Riemannian metric field, M(~x), is a field of symmetric positive definite (SPD) tensors that serves as a
directional yardstick for measuring distances. In multiple dimensions, the metric distance of points separated
by δ~x is measured as

δ` =
√
δ~xTMδ~x. (2)

A mesh that conforms to a metric field is one in which each edge has approximately the same metric length,
i.e. Eqn. 2 integrated along the edge.

In one dimension, the metric becomes a scalar, and for the purpose of mesh generation we write it as
1/∆~x2, where ∆~x is the local element size. In two dimensions, the initial metric field can be obtained
on each element by solving a system of equations that require unit metric measure of the element edges.
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The optimization procedure determines changes to this mesh-implied metric, M0(~x). Transfers of metrics
between elements and nodes involve averaging, which is done using an affine-invariant algorithm.4 Affine-
invariant changes to the metric field are made via a symmetric step matrix, S ∈ Rd×d, according to

M =M
1
2
0 exp(S)M

1
2
0 . (3)

Note that S = 0 leaves the metric unchanged, while diagonal values in S of ±2 log 2 halve/double the metric
stretching sizes.

III.B. Error Convergence Model

The mesh optimization algorithm requires a model for how the error changes as the metric changes. We
consider one element, Ωe, with a current error Ee0 and a proposed metric step matrix of Se. Then, the
general elemental error model can be written as:

Ee = Ee0 exp [tr(ReSe)] ⇒ ∂Ee
∂Se

= EeRe. (4)

The total error over the mesh is the sum of the elemental errors, E =
∑Ne

e=1 Ee. During optimization, we
will be able to change the step matrices at the mesh vertices, Sv, which will map to the step matrices at the
elements, Se. The rate tensor, Re, is determined separately for each element, normally through sampling.

A typical error model involves refinement and sampling procedures, but for our initial tests in one
dimension, we use the least-squares error between the approximated and exact solutions. That is, no sampling
is performed. Thus, Ee0 is set to the local squared least-squares error, and Re is assumed to be −2(p + 1),
where p is the solution approximation order.

III.C. Cost Model

We base our cost model on degrees of freedom, dof, which on each element just depends on the approximation
order p, assumed constant over the elements. In one dimension, this cost is (p + 1) dof per element. By
Eqn. 3 and properties of the metric tensor, when the step matrix Se is applied to the metric of element e,
the area of the element decreases by exp

[
1
2 tr(Se)

]
. Equivalently, the number of new elements, and hence

degrees of freedom, occupying the original area Ωe increases by this factor. So, the elemental cost model is

Ce = Ce0 exp

[
1

2
tr(Se)

]
⇒ ∂Ce

∂Se
= Ce

1

2
I, (5)

where Ce0 = dofe0 is the current number of degrees of freedom on element e, and I is the identity tensor.
The total cost over the mesh is the sum of the elemental costs, C =

∑Ne

e=1 Ce.

III.D. Metric Optimization Algorithm

Given a current mesh with its mesh-implied metric M0(~x), elemental error indicators Ee0, and elemental
rate tensor estimates, Re, the goal of the metric optimization algorithm is to determine the step matrix field,
S(~x), that minimizes the error at a fixed cost.

The step matrix field is approximated by values at the mesh vertices, Sv, which are arithmetically-
averaged to adjacent elements,

Se =
1

|Ve|
∑
v∈Ve

Sv, (6)

where Ve is the set of vertices (|Ve| is the number of them) adjacent to element e. The optimization problem
is to determine Sv such that the total error E is minimized at a prescribed total cost C. First-order optimality
conditions require derivatives of the error and cost with respect to Sv, which are computed using the chain
rule and Eqn. 6.

The cost only depends on the trace of the step matrix; i.e. the trace-free part of Se stretches an element
but does not alter its area. We therefore separate the vertex step matrices into trace (svI) and trace-free

(S̃v) parts,

Sv = svI + S̃v. (7)
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Derivatives of the error with respect to sv and S̃v are

∂E
∂sv

= tr

(
∂E
∂Sv

)
,

∂E
∂S̃v

=
∂E
∂Sv

− ∂E
∂sv

I
d

(8)

The optimization algorithm is then the same as presented by Yano:1

1. Given a mesh, solution, and adjoint, calculate Ee, Ce,Re for each element e.

2. Set δs = δsmax/nstep, Sv = 0.

3. Begin loop: i = 1 . . . nstep

(a) Calculate Se from Eqn. 6, ∂Ee
∂Se from Eqn. 4, and ∂Ce

∂Se from Eqn. 5.

(b) Calculate derivatives of E and C with respect to sv and S̃v using Eqn. 8.

(c) At each vertex form the ratio λv = ∂E/∂sv
∂C/∂sv and

• Refine the metric for 30% of the vertices with the largest |λv|: Sv = Sv + δsI
• Coarsen the metric for 30% of the vertices with the smallest |λv|: Sv = Sv − δsI

(d) Update the trace-free part of Sv to enforce stationarity with respect to shape changes at fixed

area: Sv = Sv + δs(∂E/∂S̃v)/(∂E/∂sv).
(e) Rescale Sv → Sv + βI, where β is a global constant calculated from Eqn. 5 to constrain the total

cost to the desired dof value: β = 2
d log

Ctarget
C , where Ctarget is the target cost.

Note, λv is a Lagrange multiplier in the optimization. It is the ratio of the marginal error to marginal cost
of a step matrix trace increase (i.e. mesh refinement). The above algorithm iteratively equidistributes λv
globally so that, at optimum, all elements have the same marginal error to cost ratio. Constant values that
work generally well in the above algorithm are nstep = 20 and δsmax = 2 log 2.

In practice, the mesh optimization and flow/adjoint solution are performed several times at a given target
cost, Ctarget, until the error stops changing. Then the target cost is increased to reduce the error further if
desired. For reporting the final error and cost at each adaptive iteration, the values are averaged over the
last few solution iterations at each target cost. The optimization approach explained in this section is known
as Mesh Optimization via Error Sampling and Synthesis (MOESS).

IV. High-Order Curved Elements

Curved elements are primarily generated out of necessity in creating a valid mesh, driven ultimately by
geometry representation requirements on the domain boundary. Typically, we do not pay attention to the
precise location of the high-order geometry nodes. Instead, heuristics, such as maximizing the validity of an
element (i.e., no clustering of nodes) are often used to determine the location of these high-order geometry
nodes. Recently, Sanjaya and Fidkowski2 investigated the importance of the location these high-order nodes
for better solution approximation and output prediction. To obtain such benefits, some clustering of the
high-order nodes within an element is allowed as long as the validity of the element is maintained. Here, the
improved accuracy is obtained by using the mesh metric information to determine the optimal location of
the high-order nodes, resulting in curved elements.

We choose to use a polynomial mapping from the reference element to the global element, as this allows
us to take advantage of the existing infrastructure that is already available in most high-order codes. The
formula for the mapping function is given in Figure 1, where q is the order of this polynomial, Nq =

(q + 1)(q + 2)/2 is the total number of degrees of freedom in the mapping, ~ξ = [ξ, η]T is the coordinate in

reference space, and ~x = [x, y]T is the coordinate in global space. Using Lagrange basis functions, φLag
i (~ξ),

in the mapping allows for an intuitive specification of the high-order element: the coordinates of the Nq
nodes ~xi fully define the mapping function, and ~x(~ξi) = ~xi. We note that other basis functions could also
be used to define the element geometry, as long as the resulting mapped elements constitute a complete,
non-overlapping tessellation of the domain.

The coordinates ~xi should be chosen consistently with the corresponding reference-space nodes, ~ξi, which
are equally spaced on the reference element. For example, in Figure 1, ~ξ6 is the centroid of the reference
triangle, so ~x6 should be located somewhere in the middle of the curved element. On edges/faces that are
on domain boundaries, these nodes are typically on the geometry. However, these requirements do not pin
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J(~ξ) =
∂~x

∂~ξ
=

Nq∑
i=1

~xi
∂φLagi

∂~ξ
(~ξ)

~x(~ξ) =

Nq∑
i=1

~xiφ
Lag
i (~ξ)

x

y

Ωe

~x1
~x2 ~x3 ~x4

~x5 ~x6

~x8
~x9

~x10

~x7

~ξ7
~ξ6

~ξ8

~ξ10

~ξ1 ~ξ2 ~ξ3 ~ξ4

~ξ9

~ξ5

0
0

T

ξ

η

1

1

reference space: global space:

Figure 1. Example of a mapping from a unit reference triangle to a curved-element in global space. The mapping
functions for the global coordinates x, y (rolled into ~x) are polynomials of order q = 3 in this case, for a total of Nq = 10
geometry nodes.

down their locations, and heuristics or quality metrics such as maximizing the Jacobian determinant are
often used in high-order node placement.

In general, for arbitrary curved elements, a function that is an order p polynomial in reference space does
not remain an order p polynomial, or even a polynomial at all, in the global space coordinates. Specifically,
a polynomial basis function in reference space, φref(~ξ), maps to a global basis function according to

φglob(~x(~ξ)) = φref(~ξ), (9)

where ~x(~ξ) is the geometry mapping given in Figure 1. Moving an element’s high order geometry nodes
changes this mapping and gives us control over the appearance of the high-order basis functions. We take
advantage of this observation by using the mesh metric as a guide to place the high-order nodes at their
optimal location.

V. High-Order Mesh Optimization

In the previous sections, we introduced the ease of using metric fields to store the mesh resolution
information and the idea of curving mesh elements to improve solution approximation power. In this section,
we describe our approach for combining both concepts to generate a high-order, metric-conforming mesh.
Currently, we determine the optimal locations of the high-order geometry nodes through a post-processing
optimization procedure following the metric-based optimization procedure described in Section III.D. The
post-processing step is performed on each mesh element locally.

Before we discuss the details of the post-processing optimization procedure, we note some changes made
to the procedure described in Section III.D. First, we use a large number of steps, nstep, to ensure a smooth
metric. We also find that as the target cost is increased, larger nstep may be needed. Second, we let the
number of mesh elements grow within the MOESS procedure and only use the target cost to ensure fair
comparison between metric-conforming meshes with different q orders. Third, MOESS is performed on a
very fine mesh to obtain an accurate metric to guide the placement of the high-order nodes.

V.A. Design Variables

Our design variables are the locations of the high-order geometry nodes (δδδ) within an element. For our one-
dimensional tests, we only have one or two design variables per element; that is, we only consider high-order
nodes within the element in q = 2 and q = 3 meshes. For higher q, the number of design variables grows,
resulting in a large number of design variables. This may cause difficulty in finding the optimum solution.
We have not considered such high-order elements yet, though we expect to observe large benefits for even
small/moderate orders q.

V.B. Objective Function

Our goal is to place the high-order geometry nodes at their optimal location such that the high-order mesh
is metric conforming. To do so, we calculate the least-squares error in the metric approximation on each
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element (εM,e). The desired metric is obtained through globally fitting a high-order polynomial to the metric
information obtained from the q = 1 mesh. This means that the desired metric for q = 2 mesh is obtained
using the iterative metric-based optimization, discussed in Section III.D. For q = 3, the desired metric is
obtained from the metric of a uniformly-refined q = 2 mesh. The splitting of the elements is performed in the
reference space and the total number of mesh elements in the refined mesh is roughly the same as in MOESS.
The global polynomial fit ensures that the desired metric is smooth in the entire domain. The approximated
metric is calculated based on the reference-to-global mapping Jacobian matrix (defined in Figure 1). Thus,
our objective function is

(εM,e)
2 =

∫
Ωe

∣∣J(δδδ)−TJ(δδδ)−1 −Mdesired(δδδ)
∣∣ dAe. (10)

V.C. Constraints

The proposed optimization problem involves a volume constraint:

ce ≡
min(|J(~ξi)|)

V0
− ηV > 0 (11)

The volume constraint is set by enforcing a limit in how small the Jacobian determinant can be as a fraction
(ηV ) of initial element volume (V0). The Jacobian determinant is calculated at interrogation points in the

reference space (~ξi), which consist of a large number of equally-spaced points within the element. Note that
a non-negative Jacobian determinant is needed to ensure that all mesh elements are valid so that we obtain
physical solution. The more interrogation points that are used, the better the chances are that the element
is valid everywhere, although this is not guaranteed for for a finite number of points.

V.D. Optimization Problem Formulation

We formulate our constrained optimization problem as follows:

minimize

∫
Ωe

∣∣J(δδδ)−TJ(δδδ)−1 −Mv,desired(δδδ)
∣∣ dAe, w.r.t. δδδ,

subject to ce ≡
min(|J(~ξi)|)

V0
− ηV > 0

(12)

For our one-dimensional problem, we solve the constrained optimization problem using Matlab’s fmincon

function with the interior-point algorithm. An automatic tuning procedure is implemented to determine ηV
for each element. Currently, gradient calculations are performed using finite differences.

Another important step in solving an optimization problem is choosing a good initial guess. A common
option is to set the initial guess to be the linear, metric-conforming mesh. Here, we perform some intermediate
steps (shown in the blue boxes in Figure 2) to generate a better initial guess:

1. Generate a linear, metric-conforming mesh with q times the desired number of elements based on the
target cost.

2. Treat a subset of nodes from the linear mesh generated in step 1 as high-order nodes. For example,
for q = 2, we treat every other node as a q = 2 node.

Figure 2 describes the optimization workflow for generating a high-order, metric-conforming mesh based
on a given q and target cost. The purple boxes (boxes 1, 3, and 5) are the main steps in the optimization
workflow. The green boxes (boxes 2 and 4) are the inputs to the purple boxes (boxes 3 and 5, respectively).
The outputs of the workflow are shown in red boxes (boxes 6).
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Figure 2. Optimization workflow to generate metric-conforming meshes for q ≤ 3.

VI. Results

VI.A. Solution-Based versus Metric-Based Optimization

The motivation for our algorithm is that optimizing the approximated metric towards the desired metric is
equivalent to optimizing the solution, and that the metric depends on the solution order p, but not (strongly)
on the geometry order q. This concept has been investigated for linear meshes,29 but not for curved meshes.
Here, we investigate the effect of q by comparing the metric from MOESS with the approximated metric from
global and local solution-based optimizations. When optimizing the solution globally, all interior vertices
and all high-order geometry nodes are treated as design variables. Thus, global solution-based optimization
is significantly more expensive than local solution-based optimization, in which the only design variables
are the high-order nodes within each element. In other words, the local optimization is performed on each
element independently, and all vertices in the mesh are non-movable.

For our metric comparison, we consider p = 1 to p = 4 and q = 1 to q = 3. We also set the number of
mesh elements for solution-based optimization to be the same as the desired number of mesh elements from
MOESS, mainly for the convenience for comparing both metrics without scaling. We will discuss metric
scaling more in the next section. First, we consider a smooth function, uexact

smooth = exp(−5x). Figure 3 shows
that all metrics visually coincide. The similarity in the metrics suggests that the optimum metric depends
strongly on p, not q, and that the metric optimization is equivalent to minimizing the solution error. Next,

solid = MOESS
dashed = solution (global) 

dotted = solution (local)

p=1 p=2 p=3 p=4

(a) q = 1 (b) q = 2 (c) q = 3

Figure 3. Comparison of metrics at vertices from MOESS and solution-based optimization for a smooth function,
uexact
smooth = exp(−5x) on 200 mesh elements.
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we consider functions with rapid changes (see Figure 4), specifically

uexact
cont =

cosh(πx)

(1 + 0.75 cos(2πx))
, (13)

uexact
shock = (1 + sin(0.8πx)) tanh(15− 30π(x+ 0.24)). (14)

In the continuous case, we intentionally choose a symmetrical function to see if the optimizer will maintain
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Figure 4. Functions with rapid changes

this symmetry. In the shock case, we design the exact solution such that the state to the left and right side
of the shock is not constant, so as to avoid optimizing around near zero-error noise. Figure 5 shows that all
metrics from our continuous case visually coincide, except at the peaks. The discrepancies between metric
from MOESS, global solution optimization, and local solution optimization are less visible as q increases.
Also, note that sufficiently high p is needed to obtain a good representation of the metric. This is why
the p = 1 metrics from local and global solution-based optimization do not match the MOESS metric well.
Figure 6 shows the zoomed-in view of the metrics from our shock case; the metric on the two ends of the
domain is constant when the mesh is very fine. Here, we see similar behavior as before: the discrepancies
between metrics from MOESS, global solution optimization, and local solution optimization are less visible
as q increases. Therefore in the asymptotic limit, metric-based optimization is equivalent to solution-based
optimization, and that the metric depends on p, but not q.

VI.B. Metric Scaling

Another important question is how the metric changes with the number of mesh elements. In one dimension,
the metric is a scalar, equal to 1/∆x2 for an element of size ∆x. Thus, the metric of a finer mesh is larger
than that of a coarser mesh (see Figure 7(a)). Within our optimization workflow, we extract the desired
metric from a very fine mesh to make sure that the metric is accurate. On the other hand, we are interested
in generating a coarser mesh in comparison to the mesh used to obtain the metric. Therefore, we need to
scale the desired metric on the very fine mesh to be desirable for our mesh of interest. This scaling takes the
following form,

Mdesired,coarse =

(
Ndesired,coarse

Ndesired,fine

)2

Mdesired,fine, (15)

where Ndesired,fine and Ndesired,coarse refer to the number of desired elements on the fine and coarse meshes,
respectively. With this scaling, metrics for a given p and various target costs collapse into one line (see
Figure 7(b)).
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solution optim (global)
MOESS

solution optim (local)

(a) p = 1, q = 1 (b) p = 1, q = 2 (c) p = 1, q = 3

(d) p = 2, q = 1 (e) p = 2, q = 2 (f) p = 2, q = 3

(g) p = 3, q = 1 (h) p = 3, q = 2 (i) p = 3, q = 3

(j) p = 4, q = 1 (k) p = 4, q = 2 (l) p = 4, q = 3

Figure 5. Comparison of metrics at vertices from MOESS and solution-based optimization for a continuous function
with rapid changes, uexact

cont = cosh(πx)/(1 + 0.75 cos(2πx)) on 200 mesh elements.
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solution optim (global)
MOESS

solution optim (local)

(a) p = 1, q = 1 (b) p = 1, q = 2 (c) p = 1, q = 3

(d) p = 2, q = 1 (e) p = 2, q = 2 (f) p = 2, q = 3

(g) p = 3, q = 1 (h) p = 3, q = 2 (i) p = 3, q = 3

(j) p = 4, q = 1 (k) p = 4, q = 2 (l) p = 4, q = 3

Figure 6. Comparison of metrics at vertices (zoomed-in view) from MOESS and solution-based optimization for a shock
function, uexact

shock = (1 + sin(0.8πx)) tanh(15− 30π(x+ 0.24)) on 200 mesh elements.
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Figure 7. p = 2 metric from MOESS at various target costs. The exact solution is exp(−5x).

VI.C. Global versus Local Optimization

Given a deeper understanding of metric-based and solution-based optimizations, we must decide on whether
to perform the post-processing optimization locally or globally. Global optimization is expected to be more
powerful than local optimization, but this comes with a higher computational cost. We compare the mesh
node distributions from local and global optimizations, and we find that the node distributions are about
the same as long as the vertex locations are placed such that the linear mesh is metric conforming. To
further assess this observation, we compare the metrics from global and local optimization. Figures 8 and 9
show that the metric from local solution-based optimization is similar to the one form global solution-based
optimization, and the agreement between these metrics improves as q increases. Based on this observation,
we choose to perform local element-based optimizations. That is, we spend the bulk of the computational
effort generating a good initial guess for the post-processing optimization step and perform the optimization
locally. This is a more feasible and practical approach since it can be easily parallelized.

VI.D. Convergence of Metric-Conforming, Curved Meshes

For our convergence study, we choose a boundary-layer-like function as the exact solution, uexact
smooth =

exp(−5x). To see the benefit of the high-order, metric-conforming mesh adaptation, we compare the least-
squares error in the solution approximation between uniformly-refined meshes, q = 1 metric-conforming
meshes, q = 2 metric-conforming meshes, and q = 3 metric-conforming meshes. The convergence plot is
shown in Figure 10. The convergence rate is p + 1 for all meshes, but the q = 3 mesh gives us the lowest
solution-based error. Compared to q = 1 metric-conforming mesh, the high-order mesh gives an additional
40% error reduction for p = 1 and an additional 80% error reduction for p = 2.

VI.E. Error Minimization of Functions with Rapid Changes

For p = 2 and target cost = 100, the q = 2 mesh gives an additional 10% error reduction for the continuous
case and an additional 2% for the shock case, compared to q = 1 mesh after MOESS. The solution least-
squares error (LSE) values for these cases are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. LSE in solution for continuous and shock cases with p = 2 and target cost = 100.

q = 1 (MOESS) q = 2

continuous 4.5905× 10−2 4.1344× 10−2

shock 5.7657× 10−3 5.6336× 10−3
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Figure 8. Comparison of metrics from global and local solution-based optimizations for uexact
cont = cosh(πx)/(1 +

0.75 cos(2πx)).
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Figure 9. Comparison of metrics (zoomed-in view) from global and local solution-based optimizations for uexact
shock =

(1 + sin(0.8πx)) tanh(15− 30π(x+ 0.24)).
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Figure 10. Convergence plots of uniformly-refined, q = 1 metric-conforming, q = 2 metric-conforming, and q = 3 metric-
conforming meshes with various p and target costs.
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VII. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we present the concept of high-order, metric-conforming mesh adaptation to better ap-
proximate a solution. The mesh optimization algorithm presented here combines the work of Yano1 and
Sanjaya–Fidkowski.2 The advantage of this approach is that the marginal error-to-cost ratio is equidis-
tributed over the entire mesh, and the improvement in accuracy can be obtained without adding much
computational cost and software complexity. We also provide a deeper understanding of the concept of
metric conformity in curved meshes. We show that the shape of the metric depends on the solution order p,
but not the geometry order q. We then observe error reduction by increasing p and/or q, though increasing
q does not change the convergence rate. The next step is to extend these ideas to multiple-dimensional
problems. Eventually we foresee applying this optimization algorithm to generate high-order meshes for use
with very high-order finite-element methods.
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